Did you know dragons hate sweet flavors? Or that the Draconic word for ugly is nurh? Or that the best place to find a green dragon is behind a waterfall? Any dragon buff worth his or her salt needs to know the ins and outs of these frightful, spectacular creatures. And Sindri Suncatcher, the wizard apprentice narrator of A Practical Guide to Dragons is just the man for the job. Although he forbids potential readers from opening the book, the insatiably curious will ignore the warning and begin reading Sindris scrolls to learn what the sometimes foolishly fearless kender (small, mischievous hobbit-like man) has learned about dragons. This gorgeously illustrated book by Lisa Trumbauer will provide hours of absorbed entertainment for humans in search of the nittiest grittiest details about dragons, from anatomy and physiology to combat techniques to society to language to the many types of dragons. Packed with details, it also is infused with sly humor throughout, with many allusions to Sindris adventures with dragons, as well as to his colorful family (the book is dedicated to Aunt Moonbeam). --Emilie Coulter

My Personal Review:
I loved this book. It was fun, and had a great energy going on. It was like a simpler players manual. that was twice as fun and more engaging. Im very far from the target readers for it. But I found it to be fun, and a nice look into dragons for the Forgotten Relems. For someone just getting into it. Its also a must for any D&D fan. seeing as how it could easily be worked into a campaign by a Dungan Master. Even people who are leary of such books. Would be harded pressed to call this book anything else than fun. I say buy a copy and have fun. I also have A practical guide to monsters. which was great too!